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1. Please outline your experience of providing 
the requested services on previous projects 

on the scale and with similar characteristics as 
Free Wharf
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Relevant Experience: We seek to adapt our service provision to meet the changing needs of our clients. To this 
extent, we offer a number of complimentary services skills which enhance, add value and support the traditional  
employer’s agent / project management service. These include:

• Technical Design and Commercial Management
• Financial Modelling
• Residential Handover Management

• BIM Management
• Collaborative Data Environmental Management 
• CDM Adviser & PD Services

We are currently undertaking several significant projects as PM/EA with values in excess of 
£50m.

Working as principal programme manager (PPM) and EA for Red Door 
Ventures (an SPV of LB Newham), our remit is to co-ordinate a pipeline 
of sites, overseeing the technical land assembly, planning consent and 
TfL negotiations. This requires us to manage the design team and a 
number of third party specialist consultants. The development pipeline 
seeks to deliver c.500 dwellings (c£221m) Wave 1 for PRS affordable 
housing and commercial uses. 

For One Housing Group we are fulfilling an in-house 
principal role providing technical and development management skills to 

oversee the delivery of the groups most commercially complex site to-
date (c£98m) which adjoins a rail line. As PM, Airey Miller is project 
managing the enabling and remediation contracts as direct support 
to our client. We are also overseeing consultant project managers, 
employer's agents and internal client teams. Our experience of 

project and construction management allows us to provide additional 
skills and training support to our client to ensure the successful delivery 

of this flagship project. 

Our experience of development management, cost consultancy and construction management will inform and 
add to the project management / employer’s agent skills we bring to our clients' projects. This additional support 
will also enable us to have a more informed understanding of the challenge the professional design team faces 
in particular with the enabling and river wall works.

Similar Experience
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Further Examples of Experience (Size, Tenure & Procurement)

Project Details Key Elements
Regeneration PM & EA

Client Peabody/Family Mosaic Parkside Ph 5&6, Lewisham, SE13 

Regeneration of an existing estate to generate 
450 units. We successfully optimised 40 additional 
units via our commercial and design management 
team.

Value £130m

Period 2016 - ongoing

Role EA/ PD/ CoW/ QS

Regeneration Client Side PM

Client Homes for Lambeth Homes for Lambeth

A major regeneration of 6 estates. Our role is  
project managers for the SPV of LB Lambeth 
providing strategic, commercial and technical 
advisory services and managing the development 
manager consortia. We are also BIM managers.

Value £980m

Period 2015 - ongoing

Role PM/ Cost Con/ Dev Con

Regeneration: As Employer’s Agent

Client Town & Country HA Lakewood Estate, Tunbridge Wells

A major regeneration of an existing estate. 
Involved a unique JV structure, undertook small 
element via our construction management arm. 
Strong residential consultation and post contract 
liaison over 4 phases.

Value £35m

Period 2010 - ongoing

Role EA/ Cost Con/ PD/ CoW

Regeneration: As Client Project Manager Post Contract

Client Network Housing Group Stockwell Park Regeneration

Acted as client’s project manager liaising with 
individual project managers/ employer’s agents to 
provide informed feedback and challenge to the 
project teams/contractors.

Value £50m

Period 2010 - 2015

Role Principal PM

Rent and LCHO

Client Southern HG/ GLA Barking Riverside, Barking 

One of the largest developments within London, 
delivering first phase of over 10,000 new homes. 
Highly sustainable development, all units delivered 
to Code Level 4. 

Value £30m

Period 2010/2014

Role EA/ CoW

Similar Experience
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Further Examples of Experience (Size, Tenure & Procurement)

Project Details Key Elements
Tenure: Market Sale

Client Network Housing Group Brook Avenue, Wembley

A land led project for outright sale of 111 units 
including affordable, procured on a two stage 
basis. Extensive liaison to ensure units maximised 
sales/market expectations.

Value £14.5m

Period 2013 - 2015

Role EA/ CDM-C/ CoW

Client Network Housing Group Menorah School Site, Dollis Hill

A land led scheme OJEU procured with a two stage 
and negotiation to achieve budget. First scheme 
to be approved under GLA funding criteria. Mixed 
use of 166 units for sale, market rent with required 
affordable housing.

Value £19.1m

Period 2010 - 2014

Role EA/ CDM-C/ CoW

S106 Projects

Client Rosebery HA Epsom Cluster

A phased project of over 390 units currently 
delivered to Code Level 4. We worked with the 
Developer to adapt earlier phases from SDS and 
EcoHomes to D&QS and Code. 

Value £26.2m

Period 2008 - 2015

Role EA/ CDM-C

Client Hyde/Affinity Sutton Oakgrove, Milton Keynes 

Part of the Oakgrove Millennium project in Milton 
Keynes. Incorporated high levels of sustainability 
and wood chip Biomass. Currently undertaking 
Phase 5, over 240 units delivered.

Value £24m

Period 2008 - 2016

Role Employer’s Agent

Client Southern HG Parcelforce, Shoreham

Demolition of existing warehouse facility and the 
design and construction of a mixed use new build 
development of residential and commercial units 
comprising a total of 132 apartments including 36 
shared ownership apartments.

Value £5.8m

Period 2015 - 2018

Role EA/ CoW

Similar Experience
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2. Please outline your experience with 
developments that include marine engineering, 

including new river walls and moorings
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Marine Engineering Experience

Specific Team Experience

For a project of this type our employer’s agent team would 
be supported by the design and commercial team who lead 
on our more complex land led projects. Kevin’s experience is 
ideally suited for this project; examples of which are below:

Kevin Leahy ACIAT
Design Manager

AL BANDAR,             
ABU DHABI

Value: £300m+

Mixed use waterfront development of 1,350 apartments acting as 
Technical Director for Broadway Malyan, site based. Works included 
reinstatement of river wall, anchors and sheet pile lines.

Other UK examples include:

UK Greenwich Reach for DOM/HOK buildings - Role; Technical Director

Falcon Wharf, London, SW11 - Role; Technical Director

Value: £300m+

Man made island that formed a new sea wall (pre-cast toe units) - 
Project Director for the Lead Consultant.

BATTERSEA REACH
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Marine Engineering Experience

Colin is our Commercial Director and will lead on our liaison 
with the appointed Cost Consultants. Colin heads a team 
of Quantity Surveyors and they will also offer support to 
the Employer’s Agent team. Colin’s experience is below:

Colin Nicholson MCIOB
Commercial Director

BRIGHTON MARINA

Value: £8.5m (relevant section)

Colin, whilst at Barratt as a Development Manager, worked on the 
last phase of this development.

RICHMOND LOCK

Value: £150m

Mixed use Joint venture project which won numerous awards located 
adjacent to the Thames. Scheme included private sale luxury houses 
and flats, 40% affordable housing with both rented and shared 
ownership, medical centre, Ballet school and conversion of grade II* 
listing buildings.  (Role; Development Manager, Octagon)

TEDDINGTON LOCK Value: £28m

Former Toughs Boatyard located on the Thames and Teddington 
within the indicative flood plane which involved ground remediation, 
new river wall and slipway plus flood compensation measures. 
Development consisted of 127 apartments, refurbishment of listed 
boathouse into Restaurant and facility to store the Major of Richmond’s 
commemorative Barge. 3 separate blocks built from RC Frame 
construction with cantilever balconies , private and communal roof 
terraces this stunning award winning development was build on time 
and on budget. (Role; Development/Commercial Manager, Octagon)
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Marine Engineering Experience

Airey Miller also have experience based upon working in Docklands.

We have been involved in schemes at Dollar Bay, E14 (Cost Consultant and Quality Manager), Baltimore 
Wharf, E14 (Employer’s Agent on S106 scheme) and Turnbury Quay (see below). All 3 required repair and 
replacements to dock walls and all incorporated heat recovery systems.

We have also had experience of major wharf construction and repair to anchors at Maddison, E14 and Thomas 
Road (see below), the latter located next to Limehouse Cut which required us to work with Canals and River Trust, 
Employer’s Agent and Engineers to identify conditions and repair the asset. Inconjuction with UXO investigations 
we used GPR to determine the extent of the structures.

TURNBURY QUAY MADDISON, E14 THOMAS ROAD

Other projects have included:

Wenlock Road, N1 - Works included dredging to Wenlock basin adjacent. Working with Canal and River Trust.

East Wichelstowe - A S106 project which involved the extension of the Wilts and Berks canal system.
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Marine Engineering Experience

PARCELFORCE, 
SHOREHAM

Value: £5.8m

A development of 132 apartments and commercial units including 
36 shared ownership units.

Role: EA; Team ‘Kunle Awofeso and David Rogers

Key Issues 

Flood Defences:

Protection of lives and property due to the risk of flooding necessitated the following:

• Location of all residential accommodation above ground level and at 5.57m AOD.

• Retaining the existing flood defence sheet pile wall

•  Building a new R/C flood defence wall behind the existing sheet pile wall, 
supported on piles, to 5.57m AOD to provide a 1 in 200 year surge tide flood 
level protection and 1 in 300 year standard protection

•  Re-design and reconstruction of existing retaining walls to deal with 
short term back water flooding.

•  Installation of flood gates and demountable flood gates to deal with 
short term back water flooding.

•  Provision of an attenuation tank to facilitate controlled drainage

This project has enabled our EA team to have experiences which 
will be relevant to the Free Wharf scheme.
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3. Please specify the personnel you will 
allocate to the role of EA and their position in 

the practice.
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Kevin Leahy    
ACIAT 

Associate Technical 
Director

Peter Airey MRICS 
IMaPS

Managing Director

‘Kunle Awofeso 
MRICS MCIOB 
MAPM NECReg

Associate Director

Jack Austin BSc 
(Hons)

Quantity Surveyor

Lloyd Patman BA 
(Hons)

Info Manager & BIM 
Co-ordinator

David Rogers 
MCIOB

Senior Employer’s 
Agent

Kelly Bryan 

Design Co-
Ordinator

Sheena Cobb

Customer Care 
Manager

BIM & Info Management

Head of Delivery Team

If successful, the team would initially consist of the services of Peter Airey – Accountable Director, Kevin Leahy; 
Technical Director and Commercial Director Colin Nicholson. The remainder of the team will assist and eventually 
take over once a standard Employer’s Agent role is required post enabling, infrastructure and sub-structure.

Karen Smith 
TechIOSH CMAPS 

PTLLS

CDM Advisor

Colin Nicholson 
MCIOB

Commercial 
Director

Proposed Team Structure

Cost Consultancy

Employer’s Agent Team
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Our Approach

Airey Miller will approach this project in the way we do for most of our complex land led 
schemes.

By combining the Design and Commercial Management skills of Kevin Leahy and Colin 
Nicholson they will bring their years of working for developers to our ‘Employer’s Agent’ 
service provision.

Both are experienced in driving value from design and if presumably required, will 
ensure that your designers deliver efficient and value engineered designs.

Their skills will also allow you to match those skills within the contractors 
management team during subsequent PCSA negotiations if applicable. We 
can therefore ensure that value is driven for you and not for the contractor’s 
margin.

Both Colin and Kevin are experienced in delivering enabling schemes and 
can manage this process together with those contractors and specialists 
required. We assume they will also be required to manage the professional 
team. Colin and Kevin will also work with our programming and logistics 
specialist whose input in both enabling, construction and phasing will we 
consider add additional value.

Our Project Management / Employer’s Agent team will provide the support 
to our Design and Commercial team and given the extensive knowledge 
within this team  in respect of riverside walls etc, we consider this will 
provide a significant benefit to Southern HG and the project as a whole. We 
trust this introduction of resource is acceptable. However, if this element 
of leadership and management is covered elsewhere through other 
appointments, we can adjust our service to that of an Employer’s Agent and 
Cost Consultancy alone.

BIM and Information Management

We understand there is a desire to use BIM Level 2 and a form of CDE is being 
used.

Airey Miller can provide a CDE document hosting service if required. We can 
also extend this to provide a BIM Information Management Service. This will  of 
course depend upon the capability of the design teams. However, with a project of this 
complexity we believe such a collaborative approach led by SHG will be beneficial. We 
can provide a separate fee quote if this service is of interest.

Principal Designer

It has been assumed this service is currently being provided by the design team.
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4. Please comment on the intended 
programme, the proposed two stage tendering 
methodology, and working alongside the cost 

consultant.
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Intended Programme

We understand that a full due diligence process has taken place however, from our experience the enabling work 
period still appears to be ambitious. We would naturally work however to achieve the programme.

General Programme Comments

• We would suggest infrastructure and sub-structure is undertaken into the enabling works package. Logically 
zones 1 and 2 infrastructure should be undertaken together.

• Traffic movements referred to are incorrect.

• 4-5 months fit out without allowance for handovers is unrealistic. We suggest 24 weeks and 4 weeks per floor 
ie. 4 flats per week.

• See no allowance for tidal working.

• The enabling timescales have been reduced and includes Christmas at a critical period - the programme is 
too tight we consider.

• We assume the long delivery programme and disjointed sub-structure process is driven by market intelligence 
on sales rates / flows.

• The principal programme risk lies in the enabling, infrastructure and sub-structure phases. In our view the 
subsequent phases should reflect the de-risking carried out and this would be achieved if this element was 
procured separately.

Procurement Methodology

We note that SHG are seeking to use main contractors from their framework to undertake the enabling works.

Dependent upon the extent of the enabling works it should be appreciated that a lot of main contractors will sub-
contract most of this activity. Many may not even be Principal Contractors as there are limited specialists who will 
take on this activity. Several of our clients are commissioning such projects direct to the supply chain including 
sub-structures and infrastructure without payment of OH&P to a housebuilding main contractor.

We ourselves managed an enabling contract of over £11m for an RP Client saving c.8% on main contractor 
OH&P (a case study of this project is appended).

We do acknowledge however, subject to the value of the enabling work ie., above EU procurement levels there 
may be other reasons for using your framework including risk management considerations to SHG.
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Intended Programme

Procurement Methodology (Cont’d)

We recognise the proposal to use a 2 stage tender in particular developing this during the enabling period.

We assume the design team are developing to RIBA 4 and that a VE exercise is underway. We also assume the 
team accept novation and a Design & Build procurement route, and are happy to work this way under the control 
of a contractor (it is a key consideration).

Our experience of two stage tendering is that we must be able to match the Contractor’s Team and ensure they 
are adhering to our timescales for the evolution of the agreed sum. Our Design & Commercial Management team 
can provide this comfort. To ensure objectives are met, we believe SHG have to be willing to set milestones and 
walk away from the negotiations if contractors seek to delay in order to force uplifts at the last moment.

Most cost consultant appointments must include this approach and the additional work which may result. We 
have not allowed for this in our quote as we understand this is to be undertaken by AECOM. We have allowed to 
project manage and peer review this process.

We are ourselves moving away from formal PCSA type two stage tenders because of delays and last minute 
‘hijacks’ effected by many contractors. Having upskilled our organisation we can ourselves effectively de-risk, 
optimise, create efficiency and ensure buildability to allow a single stage tender. Our experience has produced 
closer tender return figures, less qualifications, clearer CPs and quicker lead in periods.

The programme as allowed could accommodate such an approach and the procurement of all enabling, 
infrastructure and sub-structure works. The advantage is SHG retain control of the design development 2 stage 
element. This ensures better quality and greater value for SHG rather than the contractor. We also consider the 
de-risking process will save time.

Working Alongside a Cost Consultant

We have a particularly strong cost consultancy team and with the size and number of major schemes can assist 
you by peer reviewing your consultants’ cost plans, 2 stage tender negotiations and option appraisals. This would 
be undertaken by our Commercial Director and his Cost Consultant team.

We are providing this service for Homes for Lambeth across their regeneration programme of over 4,000 units.

We have assumed after agreement of a 2nd stage price, we take on the role of Cost Consultant including future 
phase negotiations. It has been assumed that AECOM have been instructed to ensure the initial 2nd stage 
negotiations are set up so as to facilitate ease of future negotiation on subsequent 
phases.
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EXAMPLE 1

Victoria Quarter,  
Barnet

Overview of Deliverables

We were commissioned as principal project managers to 380No. residential units on a heavily contaminated 
former gas works site. We were also required to utilise our other resources to optimise the scheme as 
designed and establish proposals for increasing the viability of the project.

It became apparent that the employer’s agents cost estimate provided to allow the client to purchase the site 
was underestimated by c15%. Moreover the allowances made for remediation were also insufficient. The 
scheme was not financially viable.

We therefore addressed a series of additional challenges including the following services:

CLIENT:
One Housing Group
 

CONTACT:
Robert Greene                   
rgreene@
onehousinggroup.co.uk 

PROGRAMME INFORMATION:
380No units

CONTRACT VALUE:
£98 million 

• Operational modelling
• Risk profiling
• Phase & programme analysis

• Appraisal & viability analysis
• Planning policy issues
• Peer Cost Reviews

Our in-house team of construction expertise enabled our cost consultants and programmers the added 
support to deliver an optimised scheme which, working jointly with the design team, delivered a viable 
scheme.

Details of the Services Undertaken to meet the Requirement

Development Manager, Commercial & Design Management, Cost Consultancy, Cost Modelling and Viability

Key Issues and how they were Managed

• In order to address viability our team focused on seeking to increase GDV and where applicable value 
engineer proposals to generate efficiencies in the design and therefore reduce cost. 

• Whilst the employer had taken on the original EA, they did not have the experience to deliver a project of 
this complexity. We were therefore requested to project manage the team and provide advice in respect 
of progressing the project. Our role was to effectively become a client side principal project manager.
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EXAMPLE 1

Victoria Quarter,  
Barnet (Cont'd)

Key Issues and how they were Managed (Cont'd)

• It was clear that the client's model was not particularly robust and our own viability advisor was appointed 
to work with our cost consultant and project planner to inform as to how to optimise the consented scheme. 

• We worked with the client's sales advisors to maximise returns and jointly we evolved a suitable unit mix 
and profile in which to re-brief the architect.

• In order to be fully involved in the project, we worked with the client team to finalise appointments, 
warranties and agreements to undertake the remediation works.

• We were able to determine that there was scope to increase the number of units on site and thus raise the 
clients estimate of GDV. Our commercial team identified areas where storey heights could be increased 
and planning policy challenged in conjunction with the planning consultants. This achieved over 40 
additional units.

• We also recognised there was an opportunity to acquire some adjoining land and buildings. This also 
added on 30No. units increasing the client's margin.

• The remediation problem was evaluated at £11.5m, some £5m more than anticipated. However, our 
construction management team made a recommendation to use the void created by the remediation 
works. This was costed and valued and added to the GDV through leased underground car parking 
spaces.

Value Added Initiatives

• A significant initiative was to undertake the remediation work whilst the project was re-planned and a 
revised consent sought. Our estimate of 13 months to complete, again, had a significant effect on the 
model in terms of cash flow.

• Our financial modelling colleague additionally fed back to our programme and added value to be obtained 
by re-phasing elements to reduce capital debt, which was an issue with this scheme.

• Our CM team and their supply chain contacts worked with the engineers to produce a design and build 
package for the remediation works. Whilst outside of our brief, our client recognised our experience over 
the employer’s agent and we delivered and procured a construction management approach. We therefore 
delivered an innovative procurement approach which was combined with a vigorous due diligence 
programme. 

• We successfully managed this approach and completion of the works. The scheme obtained planning 
consent which finalised our role as Development Consultants.
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5. Please outline the issues to consider with 
our phasing proposal for the main construction 
work, and give your opinion about alternative 

approaches.
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Phasing Proposal Issues

As indicated in Question 4, we have made certain assumptions in respect of the programme. 

We note the phasing proposed.

Enabling Works
The timescales to effect the enabling works tender documentation is, we consider, challenging. Clearly the 
professional team would require to have all the necessary design information available. In terms of scopes, 
contractors will usually require their supply chain to validate scopes and provide proposals. This usually takes 
time and results in delays to tender returns.

Alternative Approach I: We approach the supply chain directly (this is likely to be relatively small) and take 
control of any feedback or VE from the trade contractors. This avoids the contractor generating additional margin 
for themselves and should speed up tendering although the production of tender documents will be a little longer.

Alternative Approach II: Airey Miller procure for you directly with an enabling works contractor rather than a 
housebuilding contractor. The latter will add margin probably greater than our fee. This will require a review of 
procurement non framework contractors.

Our logistics programmer has recommended that at least the infrastructure for zone 1 and 2 is carried out 
together.

Infrastructure and Sub-Structure Works
This phase of the project including zone 2 sub-structure represents the principal risks to the project. If the purpose 
of the phasing is to avoid or manage sales flow risk then if sub-structure work is carried out earlier, subsequent 
remobilisation will be quicker. SHG will not be wedded to the same superstructure contractor in zone 1 and any 
exit strategy required could include value for the substructure installed.

Alternative Approach I: Procure enabling works, infrastructure ie. attenuation (across whole site) and even sub-
structure. Such an approach will encompass a significant area of the risk in this project. Subsequent procurement 
carries less risk and is more within the remit of most of the housebuilding contractors on the SHG framework.

Alternative Approach II: Seek from your framework a management fee from a single framework contractor 
and manage the works to podium level before the procurement of the main contract. This allows flexibility in the 
approach to the de-risked element of the scheme. This allows a signle stage tender approach should you wish.

Our team have raised tidal working as a risk to SHG and we would want to be able to clearly understand this and 
not leave it to the main contractor if appointed.

Alternative Approach III: The 3 or 4 companies that undertake this work will have a full understanding of this 
approach to their proposals and we should, via soft market testing, ensure no issues arise within our requirements. 
This will take more time but may save delay and claims at a later date.

Superstructure Works
The fit out elements of the programme appear to be very tight and should allow for handover. 

Alternative Approach I: Our management and logistics colleagues suggest 24 weeks and 4 weeks per floor ie. 
4 units per week as a tight but achievable target programme.

In analysing the programme we recognise that it reflects a pessimistic sales rate. Whilst we accept this, we do 
consider extending the zone 1 works to include zone 2 infrastructure and sub-structure would give SHG greater 
ability to quickly mobilise and achieve completions in line with the optimistic programme with these key elements 
already completed.
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Part B: Fee Proposal
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Fee Proposal

Our fee proposal reflects the resourcing referred to in this submission and the resource chart (overleaf). We have 
broken the services down as follows:

Clerk of Works Role

In order to provide value for SHG we will provide, if required, a full time Clerk of Works. This will be an agency 
rate. We have also added our own Clerk of Works to manage the resource and provide back up and auditing of 
performance. We consider there are alternative ways in which we can offer better value.

Project Management & Technical Support

Whilst not implied within the scope we consider this level of resource will provide SHG with the support such a 
project requires.

BIM & Information Management

No allowance for this service has currently been made.

Enabling Pre-Contract Build Total

Project Management & Technical Support £77,450 £106,900 £27,400 £211,750

Cost Consultancy & Commercial Support £54,250 £72,840 £62,190 £189,280

EA, Programming & Support £34,310 £64,680 £211,960 £310,950

Part Time Clerk of Works - £22,000 £110,000 £132,000

Full Time Clerk of Works £366,800

Contingency £13,504 £13,504 £40,511 £67,518

Total £179,514 £279,924 £452,061 £1,278,298



Southern Housing Group -Free Wharf, Shoreham
Employer's Agent and Cost Consultancy Services

Total Fee Enabling Procurement

Project Manager £900 143 £128,700 Project Manager £900 50 £45,000

Assistant PM £550 151 £83,050 Assistant PM £550 59 £32,450

Commercial Director £850 112 £95,200 Commercial Director £850 35 £29,750

Cost Consultant £490 192 £94,080 Cost Consultant £490 50 £24,500

Project Planner £850 18 £15,300 Project Planner £850 11 £9,350

Employers Agent £660 270 £178,200 Employers Agent £660 16 £10,560

Support Resource £450 261 £117,450 Support Resource £450 32 £14,400

Clerk of Works £550 240 £132,000 Clerk of Works £550 0 £0

£843,980 £166,010

Contingency and DLP 8% £67,518 Contingency  £13,504

Total £911,498 Total £179,514

£350 1048 £366,800

£1,278,298

 Contract Value - provided by Southern

% of Fees 0.905%

Pre contract Build

Project Manager £900 76 £68,400 Project Manager £900 17 £15,300

Assistant PM £550 70 £38,500     Assistant PM £550 22 £12,100

Commercial Director £850 39 £33,150 Commercial Director £850 38 £32,300

Cost Consultant £490 81 £39,690 Cost Consultant £490 61 £29,890

Project Planner £850 6 £5,100 Project Planner £850 1 £850

Employers Agent £660 63 £41,580 Employers Agent £660 191 £126,060

Support Resource £450 40 £18,000 Support Resource £450 189 £85,050

Clerk of Works £550 40 £22,000 Clerk of Works £550 200 £110,000

£266,420 £411,550

Contingency £13,504 Contingency and DLP 8% £40,511

Total £279,924 Total £452,061

Daily Rate Number of days Total

Full Time CoW

Daily Rate Number of days Total

£141,250,000



Southern Housing Group -Free Wharf, Shoreham
Employer's Agent and Cost Consultancy Services

Month Week PM/DM Assistant PM
Commercial 

Director
Cost Consultant Project Planner

Employers 

Agent

Support 

Resource

CoW 

Part Time 

CoW 

Full Time 
Total Monthly Total

1 4 4 2 2 1 2 15

2 3 4 2 3 1 1 2 16

3 4 4 2 3 1 2 16

4 4 4 2 4 2 1 2 19

5 4 4 3 4 1 2 18

6 3 3 2 4 2 1 2 17

7 4 4 3 3 1 1 2 18

8 4 4 2 3 1 2 16

9 3 4 2 3 1 2 15

10 3 4 2 3 1 1 2 16

11 3 4 2 3 1 2 15

12 3 4 2 3 2 1 2 17

13 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 16

14 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 18

15 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 17

16 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 16

17-18 5 5 2 6 3 2 2 6 31

19-20 5 5 2 5 3 2 2 6 30

21-22 5 5 1 6 2 3 2 2 6 32

23-24 5 5 2 4 3 2 2 6 29

25-26 5 5 1 4 3 2 2 6 28

27-28 5 5 0 4 3 2 2 6 27

29-30 3 2 1 4 2 3 2 2 6 25

31-32 3 2 2 4 3 2 2 6 24

33-34 3 2 1 4 3 2 2 6 23

35-36 3 2 4 6 1 3 2 2 6 29

37-38 3 2 4 6 3 2 2 6 28

39-40 3 2 4 6 3 2 2 6 28

41-42 5 5 1 4 3 2 2 6 28

43-44 5 5 3 5 1 3 2 2 6 32

45-46 5 5 2 4 3 2 2 6 29

47-48 5 5 2 4 3 2 2 6 29

49-50 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 24

51-52 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 10 25

53-54 2 2 1 1 4 2 2 10 24

55-56 2 2 2 1 5 2 2 10 26

57-58 2 2 2 1 5 2 2 10 26

59-60 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 10 25

61-62 2 2 2 1 5 2 2 10 26

63-64 5 2 2 1 4 2 2 10 28

65-66 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 10 23

67-68 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 10 22

69-70 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 10 23

71-72 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 10 22

Nov-19 73-76 2 2 1 3 2 3 20 33 33

Dec-19 77-80 1 1 3 2 3 20 30 30

Jan-20 81-84 1 1 1 3 2 3 20 31 31

Feb-20 85-88 1 1 3 2 3 20 30 30

Mar-20 89-92 1 1 1 4 5 3 20 35 35

Apr-20 93-96 2 4 5 3 20 34 34

May-20 97-100 1 2 4 5 3 20 35 35

Jun-20 101-104 2 4 5 3 20 34 34

Jul-20 105-108 1 2 4 5 3 20 35 35

Aug-20 109-112 1 1 4 2 3 20 31 31

Sep-20 113-116 1 4 6 3 20 34 34

Oct-20 117-120 2 4 1 6 6 3 20 42 42

Nov 20- Mar22 121-189 5 18 68 68 68 340 567 567

Apr-22 190-193 1 3 2 6 20 32 32

May-22 194-197 1 1 3 4 6 20 35 35

Jun-22 198-201 1 3 4 6 20 34 34

Jul-22 202-205 1 1 3 4 6 20 35 35

Aug-22 206-209 1 3 4 6 20 34 34

Sep-22 210-213 1 1 4 4 8 20 38 38

Oct-22 214-217 1 4 4 8 20 37 37

Nov-22 218-221 1 1 4 6 6 20 38 38

Dec-22 222-225 2 1 5 6 6 20 40 40

Jan-23 226-229 2 1 5 6 6 20 40 40

Feb-23 230-233 2 3 5 6 6 20 42 42

Mar-23 234-237 2 3 5 8 10 20 48 48

Totals 143 151 112 192 18 270 261 240 1048 2435 2435
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